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Media WorkSpace
Next-generation rich media management
Essentials
• Highly dynamic, Rich Internet Application
(RIA) experience that allows companies to
access, manage, and share corporate
media and marketing collateral
• Preview, analyze, transform, and manage
hundreds of rich media formats, including
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator,
Adobe Flash, Adobe PDF, Apple QuickTime, Microsoft Windows Media, Microsoft
PowerPoint, and Microsoft Word
documents
• For streamlined review, approval, and
notifications, the personal dashboard
enables easy access to recently viewed
and added assets, most popular assets,
and the inbox
• Supports UI configurability and
extensibility to tailor and extend the user
experience

Marketing organizations are under pressure to show greater return on investment while
providing breakthrough, interactive customer experiences. As economic challenges increase, a
solution is needed to minimize time-to-market for product launches, reduce agency costs,
allow companies to better control marketing assets, and improve the quality of brand
deliverables. Not only are marketing teams looking to do more with less, they want to improve
the experiences that promote customer acquisition, loyalty, and market share objectives.
Marketers in all industries use graphics, photographs, logos, screenshots, illustrations,
presentations, podcasts, audio files, video, Flash, and other  documents to promote
products and services, educate employees, attract customers, and establish global brand
recognition. EMC® Documentum® Media WorkSpace provides marketing teams with a shared
space for exchanging ideas and finding, collaborating, reviewing, comparing, sharing,
transforming, and approving rich-media content.
All members of the team, including marketing managers, brand managers, marketing
services, creative designers, sales, and external agencies can all access this expressive and
highly responsive, browser-based client while maintaining web-based access from any
Windows or Macintosh browser.

Configurable, intuitive interface
Using the latest RIA technology, Media WorkSpace provides a next-generation enterprise
content experience. The configurable, web-based interface includes new features that allow full
leverage of rich-media assets, while providing creative users and team members with an
expressive and highly responsive client. Access from any Windows or Macintosh browser
provides broad access to  features and functionality without the need for desktop installation.
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d ata s h e e t

Advanced media and core ENTERPRISE CONTENT
MANAGEMENT capabilities
To create, manipulate, and repurpose images, content creators need specific media
capabilities, along with core enterprise content management functionality. Media WorkSpace
provides this in the following ways:
• Thumbnail display with zooming: View the contents of any folder or the results of any
search via thumbnails. Rapidly resize them in real time without refresh, using a simple
toolbar slider
• Multiple views and active preview: Select from list, thumbnail, and storyboard views and
preview content without downloading
• Find assets quickly and easily: Search for images, videos, and presentations or specify
advanced criteria, including custom attributes
• Filtering capabilities: Filter a large search result using an interactive toolbar that instantly
removes assets from view that don’t match your criteria. This is just one way to narrow
down the set of assets quickly for a user
• Metadata and asset details: View the metadata (media properties, attributes, and custom
attributes), all renditions (such as a low-resolution or web-ready version of a file), versions,
and permissions associated with any particular asset
• Streamlined file transformation: Easily transform and repurpose content
• Presentation building: Create, review, and share presentations from within the web-based
user interface

Presentation details

• Video support: Play back streaming video renditions of popular formats including Adobe
Flash, Microsoft Windows Media, Apple QuickTime, and RealVideo

Video details

• Inbox and alert routing capabilities: Route assets to users for review, approval, and
signoff based on Documentum quickflows

Collaborative features
In order to foster collaboration, Media WorkSpace provides features that allow users to
indicate the relevance of an asset to a given campaign or project, describe changes that
need to be made, or denote other areas of interest.
This is a great way for managers to collaborate, review, and comment on images with
creative teams simply by using a web browser, and all without the need to access authoring
tools used in creating the original asset.
• Collections: Create, manage, share, quickflow, or download grouped content, allowing
users to exchange ideas related to a particular task or project. Use specialized collections
to assemble new presentations (group together individual slides, re-order and re-template
them) and videos (group together a set of clips)
• Image annotations: Collaborate with creative users by drawing directly on an image and
describing changes using notes that can be positioned anywhere on the screen

Image annotations and comparison sets

• Comparison sets: Compare two or more images side-by-side on the screen in a grid,
horizontal, or vertical arrangement. This allows you to easily see differences between
images or pick the perfect asset for your campaign without any other screen clutter.
By double-clicking any asset, you can also access its metadata while remaining in the
comparison display
• Comments: Maintain a discussion thread and exchange comments with other users on any
asset or collection in the repository. You can even see comments that were added in EMC
Documentum CenterStage, EMC’s Web 2.0 collaboration interface
• Slide Notes: The notes pages in any Microsoft PowerPoint presentation are available on
the asset details of that slide within the repository
• Asset Ratings: Tag and rank assets using a star-based rating system that allows users to
find gold-standard assets much more easily. The marketing team can monitor ratings and
see the average rated value for a given asset

Convenience features
In addition to the drag-and-drop experience that exists throughout the client, Media
WorkSpace contains many additional features that attempt to further enhance a user’s
productivity.

Personal dashboard

• Personal dashboard: Quick access to the most popular, recently viewed, or recently
added assets. An inbox allows users to see the items they have been sent to review or any
notifications or messages they’ve received from other users or the system itself
• Work while bulk-loading assets: Carry out other tasks in the environment while uploading
or downloading a series of assets
• Generate print contact sheets: Print a group of assets directly to an output device or catalog
assets and send PDFs to external teams that may not have access to Documentum
• Relationships and external links: Track the relationships a particular asset has with other
assets in the repository. Manage a series of external links to where the asset has been
published including URLs and network shares
• “Out-of-date” indicator: If a new version of a slide is uploaded to the repository, an out-ofdate indicator for each presentation containing the original slide will indicate to the user
that an updated slide is available. The user can then choose to build a new presentation

Media WorkSpace: Your interface for brand
management
Media WorkSpace is the primary user interface for the EMC Documentum Solution for Brand
Management. This solution provides a marketing repository based on the EMC Documentum
platform that optimizes marketing operations and includes easy-to-use marketing applications
for brand management. By enabling greater control and visibility over assets, streamlining
processes, improving time-to-market for new products and services, enabling brand
consistency and compliance, and helping maximize the value in marketing asset investments,
Media WorkSpace yields significant cost and revenue benefits. Use this solution to:

Contact Us
To learn more about EMC Documentum
Media WorkSpace, visit us online at
www.EMC.com or call 800.607.9546
(outside the U.S.: +1.925.600.6754).

• Aid the entire marketing team, creative agencies, and sales in quickly finding content
• Promote asset reuse and creative efficiency by allowing staff to stay in the authoring tools
when creating content and enabling them to use the appropriate user interface for the
appropriate task
• Improve process visibility for marketers by placing at their fingertips comprehensive
dashboards, workflow, item ratings, and comments
• Maintain a secure, trusted marketing repository that enforces rights and protects your
company’s most valuable assets while also building better brand reputation and stronger
brand equity
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